Abstract: nowadays, the manufacturing of touristic production and the transforming of national production into the brand is very important for tourism development. Nowadays, the manufacturing of touristic production and the transforming of national production into the brand is very important for tourism development. In order to develop tourism in the Ferghana Valley, it is planned to use the renovation of the production of Kokand paper, and also to develop tourist routes along the territories where the paper was produced.
Unfortunately, in the XVIII-XIX centuries due to the political crisis, the Samarkand school of paper manufacturing fell into decay. Masters of paper production moved to a more politically stable city -Kokand. The city of Kokand constantly was a center of handicraft and trade. The sphere of paper making also developed highly as other areas of handicraft [10, p. 239] . Indeed, the city of Kokand was famous in the East for its highquality and soft paper [1, P. 112.] . In Kokand also other crafts developed highly, related to the book printing industry, such as: covercraft, book illustration, art, calligraphy. As A.A. Semenov noted, "The Kokand paper was so well known in its time that even aristocrats of the capital of Russia -St. Petersburg, became interested in this paper and ordered it for themselves [5, p. 5] . A.P. Fedchenko in his memoirs wrote: "The paper making shops in the Kokand Khanate are the only factory in this direction in Central Asia. One of them was in Chorsu, and the second was in Mui Muborak. The methods of paper manufacturing in these factories were amazing. "According to A.P. Fedchenko, the method of Kokand paper making was very similar to the Chinese method [7] . N. Khabibullayev expressed his opinion on this issue, this way: "It's amazing, that the masters of Central Asia have preserved and developed Chinese masters' paper manufacturing methods and skills. Despite the fact that they mostly used manual labor and the technique was obsolete, they were able to raise the art of high-quality paper making. This is due to the custom of preserving the traditions of our ancestors among our people" [8, p. 23] . The largest craftsmanship in the paper industry was in Mui Muborak, near the Mui Muborak River. In 1863-1873 in connection with the construction of the palace of the Kokand Khan, all the shops moved to the villages of Kalach and Tul, which belonged to the Sokh district. These shops functioned until the 1930 [2, p. 93,94]. As it is written above, Kokand paper was known for its high quality. This paper was exported even to Koshgar, northern Afghanistan and Egypt. These types of paper were used to print money in the Emirate of Bukhara [3, p. 8] . Kokand paper could compete with Chinese paper in its quality, elasticity and softness. Because there was no paper transparent and gentle except for Kokand paper. Such a paper is transparent to such an extent that the inscription written on such paper could be read from both sides. Also Kokand paper did not get wet with water, it was strong, it did not break when pulled. There were almost 10 kinds of Kokand paper. Including species "Abribahor", "abryshem", "haftrang" were very famous. The paper "Abriabahor" was made of Egyptian paper [8, p. 35] . Despite the fact that, Kokand paper was of excellent quality, because of its high cost and poor life, customers and those who wanted paper was not enough. Often it was ordered by rich people. Such a paper was used for the khan's office correspondence, decrees, documents and papers [8, p. 61] . Young artists -miniaturist Shomakhmud Mukhammadzhonov and ornamental artist Maruf Salimov restored the art of the Kokand "abro" [9, p. 25] . The last master of the art of "abro" was Mirza Kairullo Candy in Kokand. After his death in 1942, there was no master in the "abro" paper manufacturing in Central Asia. But this art was preserved in Turkey and in other countries of the East. The "abru" art came to Europe as "abra paper" or "Turkish paper", and some researchers consider the "abru" art as a paper, but this art appeared in the East with the development of calligraphic art [11] . Using the foreign experience mentioned above, as well as local experience, it is possible to expand production of paper in the village of Ovchi, which is popularly known as "Mui Muborak" near the city of Kokand. The restoration of the Kokand paper production can play the role of a national brand of the city of Kokand and turn into a tourist phenomenon. According to the American scientist David A. Acker about the brand's productsit is necessary to further develop existing brands, and diversify the types of products, in order not to reduce the status and reputation of the brand, to preserve their reputation and image for consumers and competitors [4, p. 2] . Any developing state tries to enter the world market with its goods or services, find its place, tries to enter the list of advanced states in the world market. It is necessary to develop those areas of the economy and art, the production of goods and services that can quickly bring publicity to the state, increase its popularity [4, p. 3] . The national brand is the scientific and educational potential, cultural traditions, natural recreational resources. Today, Uzbekistan is recognized as a state with a great potential in the production of goods and services with the brand "Made in Uzbekistan".
If we want to restore the Kokand paper as a national brand and enter with it into the tourism industry, it is necessary to perform the following activities:
-to create a program for the comprehensive development of the Kokand paper and the directions like the art of calligraphy, the art of "abro" and others;
-to prepare qualified masters for the production of Kokand paper; -to study the feasibility of producing Kokand paper in historical localities; -to study the importance of restoring the Kokand paper manufacturing to create a tourist image of the local communities;
-to study the demand for the tourism market products; -to develop an advertising campaign for notifying the public and turn the Kokand paper as to a national brand;
-to produce souvenirs made from Kokand paper; -to reduce the trade and commodity market of the Kokand paper as a national brand. Thanks to the restoration of the Kokand paper, the "Kokand art of miniature" and "Kokand art of calligraphy" will again develop. These art trends also have an important role in the development of the tourism industry, and making souvenirs and other tourism products, increase their competitiveness, and we can use the experience of tourist powers, for example, India, to develop handicrafts.
These proposals and conclusions have one goal -try to make Uzbekistan also become a state with a developed tourism industry. Improve the image of the country. Also it is necessary to create a tourist tourist route through the villages where Kokand paper is produced. Including, to develop a route along the villages "Kokand -Mui Muborak -Uchkuppik -Sukh -Kalachach -Tul" is very expedient. This task gives a chance to develop the tourist infrastructure in these settlements, and the development of the economy in the country as a whole. And, of course, it increases the welfare of these villages people.
